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Submarine canyons are complex geomorphological features that have been identified as 
potential hotspots of biodiversity, which has led to many canyons being mapped and studied 
at high resolution (tens of meters). In this work, we present the first complete very-high resolution 
mapping of the Blanes submarine canyon in the northwestern Mediterranean, based on a 
compilation of swath bathymetry data acquired during different cruises, spanning between 
2011 and 2020. The integrated data set completes and extends previous bathymetric datasets 
on the canyon rim and adjacent continental shelf acquired during the ESPACE programme in 
2004. The grid spacing of the compilation map varies from 4 m for the canyon rim and adjacent 
shelf, 15 m for the head and upper canyon region and 25 m for the middle and lower canyon 
region.  

The Blanes Canyon deeply incises the continental shelf, showing an orientation parallel to the 
coastline at its head. Down-canyon, it displays a meandering course with a strong structural 
control, showing rectilinear canyon portions characterized by a flat-floored axis and steep 
terrains (>50º) on both canyon flanks, with the presence of networks of gullies and sub-
horizontal layered walls. The high resolution map has allowed to identify potential areas along 
the submarine canyon flanks that might provide suitable environmental conditions for hosting 
benthic ecosystems, particularly cold-water corals (CWCs). These sites were recently explored 
during the ABRIC Spanish National Project using the hybrid remotely operated vehicle (H-ROV) 
Ariane and the inspection-class ROV Liropus to explore the benthic communities and to collect 
specimen samples, complementing the previous ROV dataset acquired during the ABIDES 
Project. Collected data allowed for the compilation of an inventory of the most representative 
and relevant benthic species and communities observed within the Blanes Canyon.  

This information will be shared with the Blanes fishermen’s guild in the framework of an outreach 
project funded by the Fisheries Local Action Groups (GALP), to provide awareness of the presence 
and abundance of such vulnerable marine ecosystems in the Blanes Canyon, and to expand 
the spatial information provided by the ROV surveys by adding the local fishermen knowledge.
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